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ON THE RUN
Ultra marathons are the latest craze in the ever-expanding world of supreme fitness.
From wild rainforests to frozen wastelands, Hugh Francis Anderson discovers more
about these extreme endeavours

Competitors compete in the 2015 Marathon de Sables, © Marathon de Sables, marathondessables.co.uk
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THE JUNGLE ULTRA
The Jungle Ultra, the world’s toughest
tropical ultra marathon, takes place
in the Peruvian Amazon rainforest.
Running more than five marathon
distances back-to-back, competitors
are pushed to unprecedented extremes.
Beginning in Cloud Forest, competitors
travel 10,500ft down the Amazon jungle,
which sees them tackle a whole host
of varying terrains, all in humidity
levels that are close to 100 per cent.
Competitors must carry all provisions
throughout this five-stage event, with
the only aid coming in the form of water
at marked checkpoints.

“This is an

EXTRAORDINARY

event for

AMAZING PEOPLE
IN AN

INCREDIBLE

place”

WHERE: Cuzco, Peru
WHEN: 3 June 2016
COST: £2,000
DISTANCE: 230km
beyondtheultimate.co.uk

STEVE DIETRICH
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR OF RUNULTRA

THE MARATHON DES SABLES

A

lthough each ultra marathon differs,
all competitions require entrants to
race, semi-non-stop, for well over
100 miles in some of the most treacherous
terrain known to man – the deserts of the
Marathon des Sables, the rainforests of
the Jungle Ultra or the arctic north of the
6633 Ultra. Indomitable to the masses and
conquered by the few, these races have
become the final frontier of human pursuit.
“It doesn’t matter how fit you are; it
doesn’t matter how experienced you are,”
says Kris King, race director of the Jungle
Ultra. “Everyone struggles through the
race, everyone thinks it’s tough.”
Ultra marathons have grown in
number and severity over the past decade.
It used to be that completing a marathon
was considered the pinnacle of fitness, but
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nowadays, athletes and amateurs alike
regularly cover more than two marathon
distances in a single week of training.
Ultra marathons are a way of pushing
yourself further. It all started with the
Marathon des Sables.
“This is an extraordinary event
for amazing people in an incredible
place,” says Steve Dietrich, founder and
managing director of RunUltra. “The
event takes you away from everything you
have – your history, your self-perception
– it doesn’t matter who you are in your
‘normal’ life; the Marathon des Sables will
level you and expose your inner strength,
your vulnerabilities and all your potential
to achieve what will become a defining
point in your life.”
For a few thousand quid and some
pretty damn hard work, you can explore
the world like never before, discover
something about your resolve, and be one
of only a few hundred people to claim
ultra marathon-running status. “Many
[participants] are businessmen with office
jobs, where they’re in a very corporate
structure,” says King. “They are hunting;
one, to push themselves, and two, to
chase adventure.”
Fitness depending, it can take
anywhere from six months to two years
to reach race fitness. It all depends on
what you’re training for. The 6633 Ultra,
the toughest arctic ultra marathon
on the planet, takes place in sub-zero
conditions, where preparation for the cold
is imperative to completion.
“It will not only test you physically,”
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The Marathon des Sables takes
ultra marathon racing to another
level through the blistering Sahara
Desert. A non-stop event in which
competitors race for 156 miles in
temperatures that regularly reach
500C, it was the first, and is still
widely considered the hardest, ultra
marathon in the world. Participants
are self-supportive, with water given
at marked checkpoints, and all aim to
complete the race in five to six days.

says Martin Like, the event’s founder. “It
will also test you mentally and challenge
you to be completely prepared and to
have plans A,B,C,D,E,F and G for when
things go wrong.”
Similarly, the Jungle Ultra requires
unfaltering concentration. “It’s a whole
different ball game when you’re running
around in 100 per cent humidity,” says King.
“You’ve always got to be aware of where
you’re putting your feet and hands, because
of snakes. There are a lot of things that can
go wrong very quickly.”
According to Like, ultra marathons
represent the ultimate endurance activity.
“As it stands today,” he says, “I think ultras
are pretty much on the outer levels of
where we can push ourselves mentally and
physically.” Perhaps in another ten years
they will have to evolve to tackle harder
terrain and longer distances within tighter
timescales, but for the time being ultras
remain the events to quench all most
demanding of adventure thirsts.
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WHERE: Sahara Desert, Morocco
WHEN: 8 April 2016
COST: £3,650
DISTANCE: 250km
marathondessables.co.uk

THE 6633 ULTRA
The 6633 Ultra is the most gruelling
arctic ultra marathon on Earth in
which competitors race for up to 350
miles in sub-zero conditions. Beginning
in Whitehorse, Canada, competitors
cross into the Arctic Circle for the
rigorous solo expedition that ends
some eight days later. All competitors
carry their own provisions and
equipment, and the event is split into
two distances, 120 miles or 350 miles.

ABOVE, LEFT
6633 Ultra, image courtesy of
Likeys 6633 Ultra
ABOVE
Marathon des Sables

WHERE: Yukon, Canada
WHEN: Dates for 2017 TBC
COST: From £2,600
DISTANCE: 193km or 563km
6633ultra.com
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